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Burlap Flower Wreath
Supplies included:
-

Willow wreath, 9” or 12”
Burlap fabric spray painted white, 8” x 24”
Burlap fabric spray painted with clear coat,
8” x 24”
Black marker
Wooden buttons
Twine
Hot glue gun
Hot glue sticks
Flower template

Note: Instead of spray paint, you can also use
Apple Barrel paint and Mod Podge applied with
a foam brush.

Pictured: 9” wreath

Additional supplies needed:
-

Scissors

Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plug in the glue gun to start heating.
Cut out one of the flowers on the template. (I chose #4.)
Trace four flowers on the backside of one of the pieces of burlap. Cut them out.
Using the template as a guide, cut petals out of each flower.
Overlap the petals on either side of the cut and hot glue them together to form a cone.
You should have four layers for your flower, along with the extra petals you cut off.
6. Stack the layers and glue them together. Cut the pointy end of the cones off if the layers
are too tall to stack nicely.
7. If desired, glue a button in the center of the flower.
8. Make more flowers and arrange them on your wreath using hot glue.
a. For variety, you can experiment with alternating burlap colors for your flower
layers and using fewer layers to make smaller flowers. You can even use
different colors of paint if you are doing this project on your own!
9. Embellish your design with the extra petal pieces. The heart shapes and single petals
work well for this. You can also cut leaf shapes cut out of the burlap scrap.
10. Knot the ends of the twine to form a loop. Poke one end of the loop through the other
and pull it snugly around the wreath to create a hanger. Hang up and enjoy!

